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ABSTRACT
Botnets—networks of (typically compromised)
machines—are often used for nefarious activities
(e.g., spam, click fraud, denial-of-service attacks, etc.).
Identifying members of botnets could help stem these
attacks, but passively detecting botnet membership (i.e.,
without disrupting the operation of the botnet) proves
to be difficult. This paper studies the effectiveness
of monitoring lookups to a DNS-based blackhole list
(DNSBL) to expose botnet membership.
We perform counter-intelligence based on the insight
that botmasters themselves perform DNSBL lookups to
determine whether their spamming bots are blacklisted.
Using heuristics to identify which DNSBL lookups are
perpetrated by a botmaster performing such reconnaissance, we are able to compile a list of likely bots. This
paper studies the prevalence of DNSBL reconnaissance
observed at a mirror of a well-known blacklist for a 45day period, identifies the means by which botmasters are
performing reconnaissance, and suggests the possibility
of using counter-intelligence to discover likely bots. We
find that bots are performing reconnaissance on behalf
of other bots. Based on this finding, we suggest counterintelligence techniques that may be useful for early bot
detection.

1. Introduction
Internet malice has evolved from pranks conceived
and executed by amateur hackers to a global business
involving significant monetary gains for the perpetrators [19]. Examples include: (1) unsolicited commercial
email (“spam”), which threatens to render email useless
by immensely decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio of traffic [17]; (2) denial of service attacks, which have become
common [12], and (3) click fraud, whereby a group of
attackers send bogus “clicks” for online advertisements
that mimic legitimate request patterns, swindling advertisers out of large sums of money [4].
Botnets are a root cause of these problems [8], since
they allow attackers to distribute tasks over thousands of
hosts distributed across the Internet. A botnet is network
of compromised hosts (“bots”) connected to the Internet
under the control of a single entity (“botmaster”, “controller”, or command and control) [5]. The large cumulative bandwidth and relatively untraceable nature of spam
from bots makes botnets an attractive choice for large-
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scale spamming. Previous work provides further background on botnets [5, 6].
If network operators and system administrators could
reliably determine whether a host is a member of a botnet, they could take appropriate steps towards mitigating
the attacks they perpetrate. Although previous work has
described an active detection technique using DNS hijacking technique and social engineering [6], there are
few efficient methods to passively detect and identify
bots (i.e., without disrupting the operation of the botnet).
Indeed, detecting botnets proves to be very challenging:
a victim of a botnet attack can typically only observe the
attack from a single network, from which point the attack traffic may closely resemble the traffic of legitimate
users. Regrettably, the state-of-the-art in botnet identification is based on user complaints, localized honeypots
and intrusion detection systems, or through the complex
correlation of data collected through darknets [13].
We propose a set of techniques to identify botnets using passive analysis of DNS-based blackhole
list (DNSBL) lookup traffic. Many Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) and enterprise networks use DNSBLs
to track IP addresses that originate spam, so that future emails sent from these IP addresses can be rejected. For the same reason, botmasters are known to
sell “clean” bots (i.e., not listed in any DNSBL) at a premium. This paper addresses the possibility of performing
counter-intelligence to help us discover identities of bots,
based on the insight that botmasters themselves must perform “reconnaissance” lookups to determine their bots’
blacklist status.
The contributions of this paper include:
1. Passive heuristics for counter-intelligence. We develop heuristics to distinguish DNSBL reconnaissance
queries for a botnet from legitimate DNSBL traffic (either offline or in real-time), to identify likely bots.
These heuristics are based on an enumeration of possible lookup techniques that botmasters are likely to use
to perform reconnaissance, which we detail in Section 2.
Unlike previous detection schemes, our techniques are
covert and do not disrupt the botnet’s activity.
2. Study of DNSBL reconnaissance techniques. We
study the prevalence of DNSBL reconnaissance by analyzing logs from a mirror of a well-known blackhole
list for a 45-day period from November 17, 2005 to
December 31, 2005. Section 4 discusses the prevalence
of the different types of reconnaissance techniques that
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hold primarily in cases when members of the botnet are
not performing queries on behalf of each other, a case
that makes detecting reconnaissance more difficult, as we
explain in Section 2.2.3. As we describe below, our detection heuristics exploit both spatial and temporal properties of the DNSBL query graph.
Property 1 (Spatial relationships) A legitimate mail
server will perform queries and be the object of
queries. In contrast, hosts performing reconnaissancebased lookups will only perform queries; they will not be
queried by other hosts.2

Figure 1: DNSBL-based Spam Mitigation Architecture.

we observed. Much to our surprise, we find that bots
are performing reconnaissance on behalf of other (possibly newly infected) bots. Although some bots perform
a large number of reconnaissance queries, it appears
that much of the reconnaissance activity is spread across
many bots each of which issue few queries, thus making
detection more difficult.
3. Identification of new bots. We analyze DNSBL
queries that are likely being performed by botmasters to
identify “clean” bots. Such reconnaissance usually precedes the use of bots in an attack, suggesting the possibility that this DNSBL counter-intelligence can be used
to bolster responses. Section 3 demonstrates the possibility of such early warning. To validate our detection
scheme, we correlate the IP addresses of these likely bots
with data collected at a botnet sinkhole (sinkholing technique explained in previous work [6]) over the same time
period (this dataset has been used as “ground truth” for
botnet membership in previous studies [6, 17]).
4. DNSBL-based countermeasures. Our heuristics
could be used to detect reconnaissance in real-time. This
ability potentially allows for active countermeasures,
such as returning misleading responses to reconnaissance
lookups, as shown in Figure 1. We revisit this topic in
Section 5.

2. Model of Reconnaissance Techniques
This section describes our model for DNSBL reconnaissance techniques (i.e., the techniques that botmasters
may be using to determine whether bots have been blacklisted). Our goal in developing these models and heuristics is to distinguish DNSBL queries issued by botmasters from those performed by legitimate mail servers.1

2.1 Properties of Reconnaissance Queries
Our detection heuristics are based on the construction of a DNSBL query graph, where an edge in the
graph from node A to node B indicates that node A
has issued a query to a DNSBL to determine whether
node B is listed. After constructing this graph, we develop detection heuristics based on the expected spatial
and temporal characteristics of legitimate lookups versus reconnaissance-based lookups. These characteristics
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In other words, legitimate mail servers are likely to be
queried by other mail servers that are receiving mail from
that server. On the other hand, a host that is not itself being looked up by any other mail servers is, in all likelihood, not a mail server. We can use this observation
to identify hosts that are likely performing reconnaissance: lookups from hosts that have a high out-degree in
the DNSBL query graph (i.e., hosts that are performing
many lookups) but have a low in-degree are likely unrelated to the delivery of legitimate mail. To quantify this
effect, we define the lookup ratio, λ, of some node n as
follows:
dn,out
λn =
dn,in
where dout is the number of distinct IP addresses that
node n queries, and din is the number of distinct IP addresses that issue a query for node n.3 This metric is most
effective when hosts performing reconnaissance are disjoint from hosts that are actually used to spam, which appears to the case today.However, as reconnaissance techniques become increasingly more sophisticated (as we
describe in Section 2.2.3), this metric may become less
useful. Still, we find that this metric proves to be quite
useful in detecting many instances of DNSBL-based reconnaissance.
The temporal arrival pattern of queries at the DNSBL
by hosts performing reconnaissance may differ from
temporal characteristics of queries performed by legitimate hosts. We expect this to be the case because,
whereas legitimate DNSBL lookups are driven by the
arrival of actual email, reconnaissance queries will not
reflect any realistic arrival patterns of actual email.
Property 2 (Temporal relationships) A legitimate mail
server’s DNSBL lookups reflect actual arrival patterns
of real email messages: legitimate lookups are typically
driven automatically when emails arrive at the mail
server and will thus arrive at a rate that mirrors the arrival rates of emails. Reconnaissance-based lookups, on
the other hand, will not mirror the arrival patterns of legitimate email.
We may be able to exploit the fact that email traffic tends
to be diurnal [9] to tease apart DNSBL lookups that are
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driven by actual mail arrival from those that are driven
by reconnaissance. Discovering reconnaissance activity
using this method is a topic for future work.

2.2 Reconnaissance Techniques
In this section, we describe three classes of DNSBL reconnaissance techniques that may be performed by botmasters: single-host, or third-party, reconnaissance; selfreconnaissance; and reconnaissance using other bots.
For each case, we describe the basic mechanism, the
heuristics that we can use to detect reconnaissance in
each of these cases, and how each technique may complicate detection.
2.2.1 Third-party Reconnaissance
In third-party reconnaissance, a botmaster performs
DNSBL lookups from a single host for a list of spamming bots; this host may be the command-and-control of
the botnet, or it might be some other dedicated machine.
In any case, we hypothesize that the machine performing
the lookups in these cases is not likely to be a mail server.
Single-host reconnaissance, if performed by a machine
other than a mail server, is easily detected, because the
node performing reconnaissance will have a high value
of λn .
Once detected, single-host reconnaissance may provide useful information to aid us in revealing botnet
membership. First, once we have identified a single host
performing such lookups, the operator of the DNSBL
can monitor the lookups issued by that host over time
to track the identity of hosts that are likely bots. If the
identity of this querying host is relatively static (i.e., if
its IP address does not change over time, or if it changes
slowly enough so that its movements can be tracked in
real-time), the DNSBL operator could take active countermeasures, such as intentionally returning incorrect information about bots’ status in the blacklist, a possibility
we discuss in more detail in Section 5.
2.2.2 Self-Reconnaissance
Single-host reconnaissance is simple, but it is susceptible to detection. To remain more stealthy, and to distribute the workload of performing DNSBL reconnaissance, botmasters may begin to distribute these lookups
across the botnet itself. A simple (albeit sub-optimal)
way to distribute these queries is to have a bot perform reconnaissance on its own behalf (“self-reconnaissance”);
in other words, each bot could issue a DNSBL query
to itself (i.e., to determine whether it was listed) before
sending spam to the victim.
In this case, identifying a reconnaissance-based
DNSBL query is fairly straightforward, because, except
in cases of misconfiguration, a legitimate mail server is
unlikely to issue a DNSBL lookup for itself. Even though
this technique has the advantage of distributing the load
of reconnaissance across the botnet, we did not observe
this technique being used in practice, likely because a
self-query is a dead giveaway.
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2.2.3 Distributed Reconnaissance
A more stealthy way to distribute the operation across
the botnet is to have each bot perform reconnaissance on
behalf of other bots either in the same botnet or in other
botnets. For instance, note that Property 1 is unlikely to
hold: in this case, the nodes performing reconnaissance
will also be queried by other mail servers to which they
send spam. As a result, these nodes are likely to have a
high dn,in , unlike nodes performing single-host reconnaissance. Ultimately, detecting this type of reconnaissance activity may require mining temporal properties
(e.g., Property 2).
Although using the botnet itself for DNSBL reconnaissance is more discreet than performing this reconnaissance from a single host, a network operator who positively identifies a small number of bots (e.g., starting with
a small hit-list of known bots, probably by using a honeynet with known infected machines). As discussed in
Section 4, if this seed list of bots performs queries for
other hosts, it is likely that these machines are also bots.
We suspected that this mode of reconnaissance would
be uncommon, possibly because of the complexity involved in implementing and operating such a system
(e.g., keeping track of nodes in the looked-up botnet, disseminating this information to the querying nodes etc.).
Much to our surprise, we did witness this behavior; we
present these results in Section 4.

3. Data and Analysis
This section describes our data collection and analysis.
We first describe our DNSBL dataset and its limitations.
Then, we describe how this dataset is used to construct
the DNSBL query graph described in Section 2.

3.1 Data Collection and Processing
Our study primarily involves two datasets collected
from the same time period (November 17, 2005 to December 31, 2005): (1) the DNSBL query logs to a mirror
of a large DNSBL, and (2) the logs of bot connections
to a sinkhole for a Bobax botnet [2]. Unlike most botnets, the Bobax bot is designed solely for spamming [1],
increasing the likelihood that a query for known Bobax
host is the consequence of the querying mail server having received spam from that host.
To verify whether the scheme we propose is indeed
able to discover additional bots, we compared the IP addresses in the DNSBL query graph against the IP addresses of spammers in a large spam corpus collected at
a spam honeypot (the setup of this honeypot is described
in our earlier work [17]).

3.2 Analysis and Detection
In this section, we describe how the DNSBL query
graph is constructed. Definitions for the terminology
used in our algorithm follow: (1) B, the set of IP addresses that attempted to connect to the Bobax sinkhole during the observation period (November 17, 2005–
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C ONSTRUCT G RAPH ()
create empty directed graph G
/* Parsing */
for each DNSBL query:
Identify querier and queried
/* Pruning */
if querier ∈ B or queried ∈ B then
add querier and queried to G if they
are not already members of G
if there exists an edge E(querier, queried) ∈ G then
increment the weight of E(querier, queried)
else
add E(querier, queried) to G with weight 1
Figure 2: Algorithm to construct a DNSBL query graph

December 31, 2005); (2) querier, the IP address of the
host that performs a given DNSBL query; (3) queried,
the IP address of the host that is looked up in a DNSBL
query; and (4) G, the DNSBL query graph constructed
as a result of the algorithm.
The graph construction algorithm takes as input a set
of DNSBL query logs (we use tcpdump for packet captures) and the set B and outputs a directed graph G. The
algorithm, summarized in Figure 2, consists of two main
steps: parsing and pruning. As the algorithm suggests,
we prune DNSBL queries to only include edges which
have at least one end (either querier or queried) present
in the set B. Pruning is performed for efficiency reasons: the full DNSBL query logs mostly contain queries
from legitimate mail servers. Using B to prune the complete query graph allows us to concentrate on a subgraph
which has a higher percentage of reconnaissance lookups
than the unpruned graph. We recognize that our analysis will overlook reconnaissance activity where both the
querier or queried nodes are not members of B. To address this shortcoming, we perform a query graph extrapolation after the algorithm is run. In this step, we
make a second pass over the DNSBL query logs and add
edges if at least one of the endpoints of the edge (i.e., either querier or queried) is already present in the graph.
Query graph extrapolation is repeated until no new edges
are added to G.
We then compute λn for each node in the graph (Property 1), which allows us to identify nodes involved in
reconnaissance techniques described in Section 2. Although the results in Section 4 suggest that some bots
have large values of λn , techniques that use a large number bots to look each other up may be undetectable with
this metric. We are developing techniques based on Property 2 to further improve our detection.

4. Preliminary Results
This section presents preliminary results using Property 1 to identify DNSBL reconnaissance activity on the
observed DNSBL query graph. We emphasize that the
reconnaissance being performed by bots is distinctly under the radar as far as total DNSBL traffic is concerned:
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Node #

ASN of Node

Out-degree

1
2
3
4
5

Everyone’s Internet (AS 13749)
IQuest (AS 7332)
UUNet (AS 701)
UPC Broadband (AS 6830)
E-xpedient (AS 17054)

36,875
32,159
31,682
26,502
19,530

known
spammers
12
7
5
8
4

Table 1: AS numbers of hosts which have the highest out-degrees.
The last column shows the number of hosts queried by this node
that are known spammers (verified using logs from our spam sinkhole).

the pruned traffic amounts to less than 1% of the total
DNSBL traffic. In this section, we present two surprising
results: First, botnets are being used to perform DNSBL
reconnaissance on behalf of bots in other botnets, which
has implications for botnet detection. Second, the distribution of these queries across bots suggests that some
DNSBL reconnaissance activities may be detectable in
real-time, which has implications for early detection and
mitigation.
Attempts to validate our hypotheses from Section 2
resulted in some interesting discoveries, including the
discovery of new bots. We initially expected that most
DNSBL lookups would be third-party lookups, as described in Section 2.2.1, and that we would be able to
validate the queried nodes as being known bots. Instead,
we discovered the opposite: the nodes with the highest
values of λn in the pruned graph were known bots, while
the queried nodes in the graph were new, previously unknown bots. Further, using data from our spam sinkhole [17], we found that some of these nodes were Windows machines and confirmed spam originators. This
finding suggests that, in general, it may be possible to
start with a set of known bots and use the DNSBL graph
to “bootstrap” the discovery of new bots.
Table 1 shows five of the top queriers (i.e., high outdegree nodes), all of which are known bots from our
Bobax trace. Even more interesting is the fact that a few
IP addresses queried by these nodes actually sent spam to
our spam honeypot. Moreover, nearly all of IP addresses
that sent spam to our honeypot were not present in our
list of known bots. Due to the fact that our honeypot only
captures a small portion of the Internet’s spam, the fraction of total reconnaissance queries that we can confirm
as spamming bots is small. Still, we believe it strongly
suggests evidence of a known bot performing DNSBL
reconnaissance on a distinct (and possibly newly compromised) botnet.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of out-degrees for all
querying nodes present in the pruned DNSBL query
graph. The long tail also confirms that bots already have
the capability to distribute these queries, which is cause
for concern. Our view of DNSBL queries is narrow
(most querying nodes are geographically close to the
DNSBL mirror), so we expect that more vantage points
of DNSBL lookups would reveal other prominent “play-
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Figure 3: CDF of the distribution of out-degrees for querying IP
addresses.

ers”. The fact that the prominent players in our analysis
were also bots suggests that these nodes may also be obvious candidates for the mitigation techniques described
in Section 5.

5. Countermeasures
In Section 4, we found that the known bots in our
Bobax trace were not the targets of lookups, but instead
were issuing lookups for other, possibly newly compromised bots. This finding suggests a possible technique
that could be used for the discovery of new bots, even
without an initial list of suspects: an initial set of suspect
IP addresses could be constructed by establishing a spam
trap, which according to both previous work [17] and the
observations in this paper, appear to be largely bots. Alternatively, a suspect node could be detected simply by
identifying nodes in the DNSBL query graph with a high
value of λn . Beginning with this initial suspect list, an
operator may be able to conclude that, not only are the
nodes that this node is querying likely bots, but also the
node itself is likely a bot. If there are other high-degree
nodes also querying the same bots, a detection algorithm
might be able to “walk” the DNSBL graph (e.g., from
parent to parent) to discover multiple distinct botnets.
We believe that using such techniques to aggressively
monitor botnet-based DNSBL reconnaissance may prove
to be useful for mitigating spam: as noted in our previous
work [17], most bots send a very low volume of spam to
any single domain; thus, reporting a bot to blacklists after
the spam is received may not be effective.
With the ability to distinguish reconnaissance queries
from legitimate queries, a DNSBL operator might be
able to mitigate spam more effectively. We speculate one
possibility as follows: an operator could tune the behavior of the blackhole list server to mislead a botmaster, using a class of techniques we call reconnaissance poisoning. On one hand, the DNSBL could trick the botmaster
into thinking that a particular bot was “clean” (i.e., unlisted) when in fact it was listed, which would induce the
botmaster to unwittingly send spam from blacklisted ma-
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chines. On the other hand, the DNSBL could also reply
to a reconnaissance query with an indication that a host
was listed, even though it was not listed, thereby discouraging a botmaster from using a machine that would likely
be capable of successfully sending spam.
Of course, active countermeasures such as reconnaissance poisoning do run the risk of false positives: if
we mistakenly attribute a legitimate DNSBL query to a
reconnaissance-based query, we could mislead a legitimate mail server into either mistakenly accepting spam
that would have otherwise been rejected or, more regrettably, rejecting legitimate email. Such techniques could
also be defeated if the botmaster queries multiple blacklist providers that maintain independent lists. Investigating the extent to which our detection metrics are subject
to false positives, as well as the extent to which these
false positives interfere with a legitimate mail server’s
filtering techniques, is part of our ongoing work.

6. Related Work
Botnets have been in use as vehicles of cybercrime for
quite some time, but studies on how they spread, and
techniques to counter them, are relatively scarce. Previous research has traced the history of botnets [18, 21,
22] and common modes of botnet operation [5]. This
section briefly discusses previous botnet detection techniques and previous research on DNSBL traffic analysis.
Previous work has identified bots by examining the
communication protocols used by botnets (e.g., for “rallying”), most notably Internet Relay Chat (IRC) [7, 23].
Some have suggested the use of such protocols to identify and remediate botnets. For example, researchers
have joined IRC-based botnets and enumerated victims
using IRC commands [8]; others have used network traffic to identify IRC zombies [16]. Some researchers have
identified bot victims by observing the unwanted traffic
they generate, e.g., the RST storms or backscatter generated by DDoS attacks using forged source addresses [15].
Studies show that many botnets are IRC-based [5, 22],
though other protocols are being used [14]. Attempts
have been made to detect such botnets using misusedetection or basic intrusion detection analysis [3, 10].
Dagon et al. used DNS redirection to monitor botnets [6].
In contrast, the detection techniques described in this paper are more discreet because they do not require direct
communication with any component of the botnet.
Jung et al. found that 80% of spam sources in their
analysis were listed in at least one of seven popular
blacklists [11], which correlates well with our independent previous study [17]. To the best of our knowledge,
this paper presents the first study that uses direct analysis
of DNSBL logs to infer other types of network behavior.

7. Conclusion
This paper has developed techniques and heuristics for
detecting DNSBL reconnaissance activity, whereby botmasters perform lookups against the DNSBL to deter-
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mine whether their spamming bots have been blacklisted.
We first developed heuristics for counter-intelligence
based on several possible ways we figured reconnaissance was being performed. We then studied the prevalence of each of these reconnaissance techniques. Much
to our surprise, we found that bots were in fact performing reconnaissance on IP addresses for bots in other botnets. Based on this finding, we have outlined possibilities for new botnet detection techniques using a traversal of the DNSBL query graph, and we have suggested
techniques that DNSBL operators might use to more effectively stem the spam originating from botnets. We are
investigating the effectiveness of these detection and mitigation techniques as part of our ongoing work.
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Notes
1 DNSBL queries issued by mail servers are often performed by directly querying the DNSBL, rather than relying on a local resolver.
For example, SpamAssassin [20] implements its own recursive DNS
resolver. Hosts performing reconnaissance are also unlikely to query
DNSBLs using local resolvers. Thus, in both cases, the querying IP address observed at the DNSBL correctly reflects the end-host performing
the query.
2 This heuristic assumes that networks generally use the same host
for both inbound and outbound mail servers. Although this configuration is common, some large networks separate the hosts responsible for
inbound and outbound mail servers. In this case, queries from the inbound mail server might be misinterpreted as a reconnaissance attempt.
3 When d
n,in is zero (which is commonly the case), we can simply
consider λn to be a very large number.
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